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Beloved Bhagavan, we are about 300 participants here and first of all we would like to express our 
deepest and heartfelt gratitude from the bottom of our hearts for the possibility to be in your Divine 
presence again. Bhagavan we love you. You are so precious. Thank you for being with us again. 
Please give us your whole blessing for us and for Germany so that we will be awakened very soon. 
Our questions refer to our country: 

	  
	  

1. 
What can we do from our side to help as many people as possible in Germany to become 
awakened and God-realized very soon? 
Sri Bhagavan: Give and receive so many deekshas as possible. In March 2012 the Deeksha will 
become very very powerful and a great transformation will happen. 

	  
2. 
Beloved Bhagavan what is the most important sadhana to prepare myself for the year 2012? 
Sri Bhagavan: The practice of inner integrity is the most important sadhana for 2012. 

	  
3. 
Beloved Bhagavan why are so many deeksha givers in deep procecess at the moment? 
Sri Bhagavan: Many Deeksha-givers are going in very deep spaces because most of them will 
become awakened in June and July next year. 

	  
4. 
Dearest Bhagavan, loving father, could you please comment on the significance of the heart in 
general and especially in the process of awakening? What is the role of the heart? 
Sri Bhagavan: Every problem can be looked from the head or from the heart. If you stay with suffering 
your heart will flower. Those who will solve their problems with the heart will soon be awakened. 
Suffering helps the heart to flower. 

	  
5. 
Beloved Sri Bhagavan, Sri Amma says she is happy if a relationship with parents is healed. 
And what makes you happy? What can we do to make you happy? Thank you very much. 
Sri Bhagavan: If any relationship is cleared it makes me very very happy. 



6. 
Dear Bhagavan, is it important or necessary for Deeksha-givers to become a Oneness Trainer? 
What is the difference between Deeksha-givers and Trainers regarding their mission and 
responsibility from the next year on? Thank you Bhagavan. 
Sri Bhagavan: The role of a deeksha-giver is to help people with their problems. The role of a trainer is 
to give courses, give deekshas, support and help people with their problems and also support them in 
their awakening process. We need 70.000 awakened people or 7.000 trainers. The awakened trainers 
are the lighthouses for the awakening of the world (..?..). The divine grace will flow through the 7.000 
awakened trainers and then to the human population. 

	  
7. 
Highly respected, dear Sri Bhagavan, eleven years ago I had a tumor in my breast.  Right now 
this illness comes up again although I have already done Arogya-deeksha three times. There is 
something very heavy on me. I appeal to you to strengthen my immune system and I ask for 
healing. What else can I do? My heartfelt thanks, Bhagavan. 
Sri Bhagavan: You don´t need anything else. I surely will help you. 

	  
8. 
We  want  to  become  enlightened  in  our  lifetime  so  our  question  to  his  honesty  Sri 
AmmaBhagavan is: What is the fastest way to enlightenment? Thank you very much. 
Sri Bhagavan: Do not worry. After March 2012 Deekshas will be so powerful that you will be awakened 
very very fast. 

	  
9. 
We heard so much from the deepening-process and experiences today (.?.). What is it exactly 
what AmmaBhagavan do with and for us in the Deepening Process? 
Sri Bhagavan: In the deepening process we are working on your brain and try to push you to 
Awakening. 

	  
10. 
Bhagavan, we wish a special message for us, for Germany. 
Sri Bhagavan: Like many countries in 2012 Germany too will have some economic problems.  But I 
will be there and help you all. And most of you will be awakened too. I will try to push you to 
awakening. 

	  
	  
	  

Transcript: 
Petra Schulz, 09.12.2011 (audio-recording, unfortunately no video exists) in love and gratitude. 


